TRM 631 Treadmill
Experience™ Series
For a commercial treadmill that strikes the
optimal balance between durability, reliability, and
innovation at a value price, look no further. The
TRM 631 delivers on these essentials along with
premium materials, club-level appearance, and
features.

Add an optional Entertainment Cap to provide
access to a selection of audio channels,
including those from wall or ceiling-mounted
displays, or a Personal Viewing System (PVS) to
give exercisers a more personal entertainment
experience, with total choice and control.

The P30 console complements the line through
form and function, with easy-to-use motion
controls, an LED display with essential workout
stats to keep exercisers moving, and a mobile
device charger.

The TRM 631 can be seamlessly mixed and
matched with cardio products from the
Experience Series 700 and 800 lines to give
you the best possible combination of cardio
equipment for your exercisers.

Learn More: go.precor.com/trm631
© 2018 Precor Incorporated.

Experience™ Series
TRM 631 Treadmill

Product Features

Refined colorways with dark
Tungsten covers and two frame
color options.
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1. P30 Console
The P30 console features easy-to-use motion
controls and a LED display that focuses on
the essential fitness stats that keep exercisers
informed and engaged.
2. Commercial-Grade Drive and Lift Motor
The TRM 631 is equipped with a commercialgrade 3 HP AC-motor that enhances
performance, efficiency, and reliability to
deliver a treadmill that is ideal for fitness
facilities located in multi-family housing
complexes, corporations, small municipal
service organizations, and many hospitality
venues.
3. Integrated Footplant Technology™
Recognizes the exerciser’s natural foot speeds
and matches every stride for an ultra-smooth
feel that enhances their workout experience.

Gloss Metallic
Silver

Black Pearl

Gloss Metallic Silver Frame
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4. Ground Effects® Impact Control System
Our patented GFX system combines ideal
cushioning, support, and stability for the
exerciser’s. Precor decks are designed to
provide more absorption in the front where the
exercisers’ feet hit the belt and added rigidity
at the back for a firm push-off.
Black Pearl Frame

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions (L x W x H): 83 x 35 x 62 in / 211 x 89 x 157.5 cm
Weight: 325 lb / 147 kg
Step-up Height: 8.4 in / 21.3 cm
Handrail Length: 18 in / 45.7 cm
Running Surface: 60 x 22 in / 153 x 56 cm
Speed Range: 0.5 - 12 mph / 0.8 - 19.2 km/h

Language: English, Dutch, French, German,
		 Italian, Japanese, Portuguese,
		 Russian, Spanish
Network Capabilities: C-SAFE enabled
		 Mobile Device Charger - Standard
Entertainment: Optional - 15 in / 38.1 cm Personal Viewing System (PVS)
		 Optional - Wireless Entertainment Cap

Accessories: Integrated Reading Rack
Elevation Range: 0% to 15% incline in 0.5% increments
		 Optional - Cable Management
Power: 120 volt, 20 amp individual branch circuit
Warranty: Visit www.precor.com for warranty terms.
Total Workouts: 27
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